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In order that the effect of graviation of the thermal background neutrinos on the expansion of the universe not be too severe, their mass should be less than 8 eV/ c.

Recently there has been a resurgence of interest in the possibility that neutrinos may have a
finite rest mass. These discussions have been
in the context of weak-interaction theories, ' possible decay of solar neutrinos, ' and enumerating
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Here n~,. is the number density of fermions of
the ith kind, n~, is the number density of bosons
of the ith kind, s,. is the spin of the particle (notice that in writing the multiplicity of states of
the particles we have not discriminated against
the neutrinos; since we are discussing neutrinos
of nonzero rest mass, we have assumed that both
the helicity states are allowed), E = c(p'+mscs)'~s,
k is Boltzmann's constant, and T(z„)= T„(z„)

the possible decay modes of the K~' meson. '
Elsewhere, we have pointed out that the gravitational interactions of neutrinos of finite rest
mass may become very important in the discussion of the dynamics of clusters of galaxies and
of the universe. 4 Considerations involving massive neutrinos are not new'; an excellent review
of the early developments in the field is given by
Kuchowicz.
Here we wish to point out that the
recent measurement' of the deceleration parameter, qo, implies an upper limit of a few tens of
electron volts on the sum of the masses of all
the possible light, stable particles that interact
only weakly.
In discussing this problem we take the customary point of view that the universe is expanding
from an initially hot and condensed state as envisaged in the "big-bang" theories. 9 In the early
phase of such a universe, when the temperature
was greater than
MeV, processes of neutrino
production, which have also been considered in
the context of high-temperature
stellar cores, '
would lead to the generation of the various kinds
of neutrinos. In fact, similar processes would
generate populations of other fermions and bosons
as well, and conditions of thermal equilibrium
allow us to estimate their number density":
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ns(z„) = 0. 122(2s,. + 1)[T(z„)/Kc]s.

(2b)

As the universe expands and cools down, the
neutrinos and such other weakly interacting particles survive without annihilation because of the
extremely low cross sections'2 for these processes. Consequently, the number density decreases
simply as —V(z„)/V(z) = (1+z)'/(1+z„)'. Noticing that 1+z = T„(z)/T„(0), the number densities
of the various particles expected at the present
epoch (z =0) are given by

(1a)
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is the common

temperature of radiation, fermions, bosons,
matter, etc. at the latest epoch, characterized
when they may be considered
by the red shift
to be in thermal equilibrium; kT(z„) = 1 MeV.
Since our discussion pertains to neutrinos and
any hypothetical stable weak bosons, we may assume that kT(z„) = 1 MeV»mcs. In this limit
Eqs. (1a) and (1b) reduce to
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Taking T„(0)=2. 7'K, we have
n~,. (0) = 150(2s,. + 1) cm s,

(4a)
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n~,. (0) = 200(2s,. +1) cm
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(4b)

These numbers are huge in comparison with the mean number density of hydrogen atoms in the universe; all the visible matter in the universe adds up to an average density of hydrogen atoms of only
-2& 10 8 cm 3. Notice that the expected density of the neutrinos and other weakly interacting particles
is essentially independent of the temperature T(z„), of decoupling, and such other details; the measured temperature of the universal blackbody photons fixes the density of weak particles quite w'ell.
Now, consider Bandage's' measurement of the Hubble constant H, and the decelexation parameter qo
which together place a limit on p„, , the density of all possible sources of gravitational potential in the
universe,
sec ' and qo =+ 0.94 + 0.4, imply
His results, 8, = 50 km sec ' Mpc ' = l. 7 x 10

"

p„, =3H, 'q, /4no
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"g cm
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(5)

H ere G = 6. 68 x

l0 dyn cm g is the gravitational constant, If m,. were to represent the mass
spectrum of the various neutrinos and other stable weakly interacting particles, we can combine
Eqs. (4a), (4b), and (5) to obtain the limit

p„„q =Qns, m, +n~,. mt' 150(2s;+1)m, &p„,
(6)

ox'

Q(2s, + 1)m,. 66 eV/c'.
Here the summation is to be carried out over all
the particle and antipax'ticle states of both fermions and bosons. Considering only the neutrinos
and antineutrinos of the muon and electron kind
each having a mass of m„, Eg. (6) leads to the

result m„«8 eV/c'.
This limit is obtained assuming big-bang cosmology to be correct; however, it depends only
very weakly on the value of the deceleration
parameter and other details of the cosmology.
Thus, even when one allows for a large uncertainty in the cosmological parameters, the limits on
the masses of neutrinos and other stable weakIy
interacting particles derived in this paper are
still much lower than the di. rect expeximental
limits's'4 of m„„&1.5 MeV/c' and m„, &60 eV/c .
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